
5 a time of war
War makes a gimcrack industry into a Sober Producer of Prime Materials  War makes a gimcrack industry into a Sober Producer of Prime Materials  

invisibly running through the innards of tanks, battle ship, bombers, gas masks, invisibly running through the innards of tanks, battle ship, bombers, gas masks, 
gunstocks  gunstocks  

Du Pont Monsanto, Union Carbide  Du Pont Monsanto, Union Carbide  
A new pitch of mass production  A new pitch of mass production  

A bugle… two pounds of copper consumed for every bugle.  A bugle… two pounds of copper consumed for every bugle.  
Major Hobson appeals to Elmer Mills to heed the call of his country  Major Hobson appeals to Elmer Mills to heed the call of his country  

‘No problem’  ‘No problem’  
Two weeks later, ‘We’ve got your bugle, the only plastic bugle on earth.’  Two weeks later, ‘We’ve got your bugle, the only plastic bugle on earth.’  

The solo cornettist of the Army Band bends stiffly at the waist, grimacing… The solo cornettist of the Army Band bends stiffly at the waist, grimacing… 
bantam weight, plastic toy  bantam weight, plastic toy  

Reveille. Boots and Saddles  Reveille. Boots and Saddles  
Heard ½ a mile away, he hurls it at a brick wall…  Heard ½ a mile away, he hurls it at a brick wall…  

4.30 pm Mills and Chicago Musical instrument company were given an order for 4.30 pm Mills and Chicago Musical instrument company were given an order for 
two hundred thousand plastic bugles.  two hundred thousand plastic bugles.  

Wars are won and lost on the smallest of things  Wars are won and lost on the smallest of things  
Plexiglass  Plexiglass  

Airplane Hydraulic fluid fuel kept functional at minus 150 degrees  Airplane Hydraulic fluid fuel kept functional at minus 150 degrees  
Vinyl electric wire coding,  Vinyl electric wire coding,  

Teflon separates the fissionable isotope 235 from uranium 238  Teflon separates the fissionable isotope 235 from uranium 238  
When man returns to his plough it will have plastic handles When man returns to his plough it will have plastic handles 

“Dentures, doorknobs, 
gears, goggles. Juke-box-
es, crystal chairs, 
transparent shoes and 
ladies rise up from the 
plastic sea.  Only surre-
alism’s derangements 
can capture the limitless 
horizons, strange juxta-
positions, endless prod-
ucts of this new world in 
the process of becom-
ing.  Tough cellulose 
plastic door knobs are 
readily translatable into 
gun stocks.  Nylon ho-
siery – a plastic too – can 
turn into parachutes.  The 
transparent lady, plexi-
glass, call her ‘a Dream 
of Venus’ she can also 
serve as the non-shattera-
ble wind-shield on bomb-
ing planes.”



Project 5: Fanfare

War is a crisis time in civilisations when governments pour 
masses of money into technical innovation in order to come 
through the conflict. This object from the MoDiP collection 
is a Hawker Sea Fury cockpit canopy which innovatively 
uses acrylic, a material invented in the 1930’s just as the 
second world war was brewing. Today acrylic is widely used 
in everything from architecture to reading glasses.

Research

Research and write about a technical development that 
came out of WW2 and how this has the shaped our lives 
today. 

Information about the Sea Hawker Sea Fury cockpit canopy 
can be found here:
https://www.modip.ac.uk/artefact/aibdc-008190

Discussion

Have you noticed any technical advances which shape our 
lives that have come out of  the COVID – 19 Pandemic?

task one

extension task



Project 5: Fanfare

In this chapter the opera focusses on plastics 
bugles produced in the second world war when 
the traditional materials for producing bugles 
were in short supply. What information can you 
find out about these bugles? Can you find any 
pictures?  

Even as late as World War Two, bugles were an 
essential component of the smooth running of 
operations in the armed forces and heavily relied 
on for performing recognisable bugle calls to 
broadcast messages to the troops or signal the 
arrival of a high ranked official.  

Listen to these examples of bugle calls

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=42QGf3W-
2BZw

Notice the limitation of pitches (why is this?).
Notice the important use of rhythm and articula-
tions.
In what way does ‘Taps’ , the final example, dif-
fer from the others?

task two

Composition

Write yourself 3 different bugle calls for 3 different events in your day. 

Each one should have a different time signature (include both simple and 
compound times) and different metronome mark.  Make use of a great-
er range of dynamic markings than the examples above and use all the 
articulation markings below.   
 
Share your bugle calls with your class. 

task three

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=42QGf3W2BZw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=42QGf3W2BZw

